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ABSTRACT

Recent studies demonstrate the effectiveness of super vector
representation in a number of visual recognition tasks. One
popular approach along this line is the Vector of Locally Ag-
gregated Descriptor (VLAD) where the super vector is en-
coded with a codebook generated by k-means. However, the
effectiveness of the codebook is often limited, due to the poor
clustering solution, the high dimensionality of visual descrip-
tors and the global PCA for data preprocessing. To circum-
vent these problems, we propose three approaches for code-
book enhancement, (i) partition of data, (ii) partition of fea-
ture, and (iii) local PCA. Moreover, all these approaches can
be effectively integrated together to further boost the recog-
nition performance. In our experiments, we evaluate our en-
hancement approaches on two challenging visual tasks, i.e.,
action recognition (HMDB51) and object recognition (PAS-
CAL VOC2007). The results show that our approaches and
the fusion versions significantly outperform the baselines.

Index Terms— Visual Recognition, VLAD, K-Means, P-
CA

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual recognition has been an important problem in many re-
search areas, such as multimedia, computer vision, machine
learning [1, 2, 3, 4]. Learning an effective visual represen-
tation is challenging due to the large intra-class variations in
the real-world videos [5, 6, 7] and images [8, 9]. One popular
feature encoding approach is the Vector of Locally Aggregat-
ed Descriptor (VLAD) which has been successfully used for
several visual recognition tasks [2, 10].

A standard VLAD pipeline is as follows. First, a training
feature set is extracted from T training videos (or images),
and then processed as {Xt}Tt=1 by using the standard PCA
(In the following, it is called as the global PCA for clarifi-
cation). For the t-th video (or image), there are Nt feature
vectors, i.e., Xt = {xt

n}
Nt
n=1 and xt

n ∈ RD. Second, N fea-
ture vectors are sampled from {Xt}Tt=1 and used in k-means
clustering to learn a codebook {µj}kj=1, where µj is the mean
of the j-th cluster. Third, a super vector for the t-th video (or
image) is concatenated by vt = [vt

1, ...,v
t
k] ∈ Rk×D, where

vt
j is yielded by aggregating the difference between xt

n ∈ Xt

and µj . Specifically, vt
j =

∑
xt
n:NN(xt

n)=j(x
t
n − µj) where

NN(xt
n) = j denotes that the nearest neighbour of xt

n in
the codebook is µj . Finally, the super vectors {vt

j}Tt=1 are
normalized and used for visual recognition.

From the description above, we can see that codebook
plays a key role to encode visual features in VLAD. How-
ever, the effectiveness of k-means is often limited, due to the
following reasons. First, k-means depends on its initializa-
tion. This may result in a poor clustering solution which is
not sufficient to explore the complex structure of visual data
sets. Second, the high dimensionality of visual descriptors of-
ten degenerates the resulting clusters of k-means, which leads
to a poor codebook. Third, the global PCA is often used in
VLAD for data preprocessing. However, this may be not op-
timal to explore the local manifold in the feature space.

To address these problems, we propose the following
methods for codebook enhancement in VLAD. (i) Partition
of Data. We design two approaches to partition the training
data so that k-means is performed with different partition
manners to alleviate poor clustering solution. (ii) Partition
of Feature. We introduce three feature-dimension partition
approaches to reduce the influence of high-dimensionality of
visual descriptors and thus better exploit the interconnection
between different feature dimensions. (iii) Local PCA. We
explore a local PCA approach to investigate the local mani-
fold structure of different clusters. (iv) Fusion of Different
Methods. We incorporate these methods into several fu-
sion versions which take advantages of different approaches
complementarily to generate more powerful codebooks. Our
proposed enhancement approaches are simple but quite ef-
fective, and the experimental results on the real-world videos
and images show that our approaches and the fusion versions
can significantly boost the recognition performance.

2. RELATED WORK
Many research efforts have been devoted to improving VLAD
representation. Delhumeau et al [11] proposed local coordi-
nate system to handle “visual burstiness”. Peng et al [12] in-
troduced supervision in generating codebook. In our work,
we focus on solving the poor clustering solution which is not
sufficient to explore the complex structure of visual data sets
and verify our methods on visual classification task.



Fig. 1. Illustration of Our Codebook Generation Methods

3. CODEBOOK ENHANCEMENT

In this section, we describe the proposed methods for code-
book enhancement in VLAD. For simplicity, we organize the
sampled N feature vectors (for codebook generation) into a
N ×D matrix, where the dimensionality of each feature vec-
tor is D. Note that this matrix is the one after PCA prepro-
cessing, where D is the dimensionality that preserves 90%
energy of the original feature. Additionally, the columns of
this N ×D matrix are in the descending order of energy.
3.1. Partition of Data
We propose two partition-of-data methods in which k-means
is performed with different data partition mechanisms to alle-
viate poor clustering solution.

(i) Hierarchical Clustering (HC). We design an energy-
based hierarchical structure to cluster the codebook matrix.
First, we perform k-means on the first Dh1 dimensions of the
feature vectors to generate Sh1 clusters. For each of Sh1 clus-
ter, we retrieve the indices of the original D dimensional vec-
tors. By doing so, we obtain Sh1 clusters for the D dimen-
sional vectors, based on the Dh1 most energetic dimension-
s. Then, for each of these Sh1 clusters, we perform k-means
on the rest (D − Dh1) dimensions of the feature vectors to
generate k = Sh2 clusters. Consequentially, we divided Sh1

clusters into Sh1 × Sh2 clusters for the D dimensional vec-
tors, based on the remaining (D−Dh1) energetic dimensions.
Compared to one-time k-means on the entire matrix, HC per-
forms k-means multiple times via a Lh = 2 layer structure.
It allows us to cluster the D dimensional feature vectors from
coarse to fine, thus produce a reasonable codebook. The il-
lustration of HC is shown in Figure 1(a).

(ii) Random Clustering (RC). The second partition ap-
proach is based on random sampling within the data matrix.
Specifically, we randomly sample data Tr times from the
codebook matrix. For each of Tr times, Nr (Nr < N ) fea-
ture vectors are sampled and then used in k-means to generate
Sr clusters. Hence, this RC method totally produces Tr × Sr

clusters. Compared to one-time k-means, RC randomly
performs k-means multiple times to avoid poor clustering
solution. The illustration of RC is shown in Figure 1(b).

3.2. Partition of Feature
In traditional codebook generation, k-means is performed on
the entire D dimensional feature vectors. However, the ef-

Table 3. Local PCA (HMDB51)
Method HOG HOF MBHx MBHy Total

VLAD256 35.90 46.70 38.40 43.20 55.50
LCS[11] 32.53 41.90 34.10 40.26 53.07
LPCA 36.25 46.69 37.71 44.42 59.00

fectiveness of k-means is limited for high-dimensional vec-
tors, due to the curse of dimensionality. Inspired by product
quantization [13], we propose to partition the D dimensional
vector into a number of low-dimensional vectors to boost the
performance of k-means and enhance the codebook genera-
tion. (i) Non-OverLap (N-OL). We divide the N ×D code-
book matrix into a N × Df1 matrix and a N × Df2 matrix
where D = Df1 + Df2. (ii) Partial-OverLap (P-OL). To
further exploit the correlation of different feature dimensions,
we propose to share Of dimensions between the N × Df1

and N × Df2 matrix. In this case, D = Df1 + Df2 − Of .
(iii) Full-OverLap (F-OL). We consider a full-overlap case
where Of = Df1, D = Df2. For all these 3 cases, k-means
is respectively performed on theN×Df1 andN×Df2 matri-
ces to generate Sf clusters for each matrix. The illustrations
of N-OL, P-OL and F-OL are shown in Figure 1(e-g).

3.3. Local PCA

Traditionally, global PCA is adopted to preprocess training
descriptors before codebook generation. This leads to the fact
that all clusters generated by k-means share the same dimen-
sion reduction matrix. Hence, it may ignore the local data
structure in each cluster and reduce the power of codebook.
For instance, in Figure 1(c), training sample A is actually
closer to cluster C2 in original 2 dimensional space. How-
ever, a single PCA projects all 2-D training data to a line. On
this line, the projected point of center of cluster C1 is closer
to the projected point of A. Thus, VLAD mistakenly choose
the distance between two projected points to encode A.

We propose a local PCA (LPCA) approach. After gener-
ating the clusters by k-means, we retrieve the indices of fea-
ture vectors in each cluster to find the original training vectors
(data before PCA preprocessing). Then, we perform PCA for
each cluster by using all the original training vectors in that
cluster. Thus all the clusters have their own dimensionality-
reduction matrix to explore the local manifold structure of
codebook. Illustration of LPCA is shown in Figure 1(d). LP-



Table 1. Partition of Data (HMDB51)
Partition of Data: HC Lh Dh1 Dh2 Sh1 Sh2 Total

VLAD256 1 48 N/A 256 N/A 55.50
HC-VLAD 2 36 12 128 2 57.63

Partition of Data: RC Nr × Tr × Sr HOG HOF MBHx MBHy Total
VLAD256 100w×1×256 35.90 46.70 38.40 43.20 55.50
RC-VLAD 70w×2×128 35.38 47.41 38.47 44.79 58.61

Table 2. Partition of Feature (HMDB51)
Partition of Feature Df1 Df2 Of Sf HOG HOF MBHx MBHy Total

VLAD256 48 N/A N/A 256 35.90 46.70 38.40 43.20 55.50
N-OL-VLAD 24 24 N/A 256 37.65 47.71 37.28 43.40 57.34

VLAD512 48 N/A N/A 512 36.93 47.70 39.43 44.27 58.26
P-OL-VLAD 36 36 24 256 39.04 48.95 39.46 45.62 58.54
F-OL-VLAD 36 48 36 256 38.21 48.37 39.83 45.49 59.30

Table 5. Comparison with Related Methods
Method HMDB51 Method VOC07

Wang et al. [14] 42.1 Vedaldi et al. [15] 54.7
Jain et al. [16] 52.1 Russakovsky [17] 57.2
Wang et al. [3] 57.2 Chatfield [18] 61.7

Ours 59.8 Ours 63.2

CA is different from local coordinate system(LCS) [11]. LCS
first clusters descriptors without dimension reduction using
k-means, and for each cluster they learn a rotation matrix. Di-
mension reduction can be based on this rotation matrix.

3.4. Fusion with Different Methods

Finally, we integrate the above three methods to further
improve the recognition performance. For instance, the
partition-of-data methods can be used to generate clusters
for the partition-of-feature methods while Local PCA can be
used to obtain a distinct dimensionality-reduction matrix for
each cluster generated by the partition-of-data methods.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We verify the effectiveness of our methods on a human action
recognition data (HMDB51 [19]) and an image classification
data (PASCAL VOC2007 [20]). HMDB51 consists of 51 ac-
tion categories with 6,766 annotated videos. We use low-level
descriptors of HOG, HOF, MBHx, MBHy for video repre-
sentation. We perform experiments on three training/testing
splits which are released on the official website, and report av-
erage predictive accuracy for evaluation. PASCAL VOC2007
consists of 20 different object categories with 5,011 training
and 4,952 test images. The low-level feature used in our ap-
proach is SIFT. We report the mean of AP (mAP) over 20
categories using the standard PASCAL protocol.

For HMDB51, the baseline for comparison is VLAD256

[12] where the codebook has 256 clusters, and the dimen-
sionality of HOG/HOF/MBHx/MBHy (after global PCA) is
48/54/48/48. Except mentioned, we choose the following

setting for HOG/HOF/MBHx/MBHy in order to make a fair
comparison with VLAD256. The setting of HC is (Lh, Dh1,
Dh2, Sh1, Sh2) = (2, 36/40/36/36, 12/14/12/12, 128, 2); RC
is (Nr, Tr, Sr) = (70w, 2, 256); N-OL is (Df1, Df2, Of , Sf )
= (24/27/24/24, 24/27/24/24, 0, 256); P-OL is (Df1, Df2,
Of , Sf ) = (36/40/36/36, 36/40/36/36, 24/26/24/24, 256);
F-OL is (Df1, Df2, Of , Sf ) = (36/40/36/36, 48/54/48/48,
36/40/36/36, 256). Next we will use the setting for HOG
to explain how to perform our experiment. The analysis for
HOF, MBHx, MBHy is similar.

Partition of Data (PoD): To compare to VLAD256, we
design (i) HC with a Lh = 2 layer hierarchical structure to
generate Sh1 × Sh2 = 128 × 2 = 256 clusters, and (ii) RC
which is performed with Tr × Sr = 2 × 128 = 256 cluster-
s. We denote these two approaches as HC-VLAD and RC-
VLAD. Table 1 shows that both HC-VLAD and RC-VLAD
outperform VLAD256. It illustrates that both HC and RC gen-
erate a more informative codebook by performing k-means
through a energy-based hierarchical structure (in HC) or ran-
dom sampling (in RC). (iii) HC vs RC. Note that RC-VLAD
tends to outperform HC-VLAD in Table 1. This is ascribed to
data overlap and random initialization offset when using RC.

Partition of Feature (PoF): (i) N-OL. We divide theD =
48 dimensional feature space into two non-overlap feature
subspaces (Df1 + Df2 = 24 + 24 = 48). For each fea-
ture subspace, there are Sf = 256 clusters. Thus, our code-
book is (Df1 + Df2) × Sf = 48 × 256 which is the same
as VLAD256. We denote it as N-OL-VLAD. Table 2 shows
N-OL-VLAD outperforms VLAD256. The main reason is
that N-OL divides the high-dimensional space into a number
of low-dimensional subspaces. K-means clustering is gen-
erally more effective in low-dimensional subspace, and gen-
erates a more informative codebook. (ii) P-OL & F-OL.
To further explore the interconnection between different fea-
ture dimensions, we divide the D = 48 dimensional fea-
ture space into two overlapped feature subspaces. For P-OL,
Df1+Df2−Of = 36+36−24 = 48. We denote it as P-OL-



Table 4. Fusion with Different Methods (HMDB51)

Method PoD PoF LPCA Accuracy
HC RC F-OL HOG HOF MBHx MBHy Total

VLAD256 x x x x 35.90 46.70 38.40 43.20 55.50
VLAD512 x x x x 36.93 47.70 39.43 44.27 58.26
RC+F-OL x X X x 39.06 49.96 41.00 46.69 59.00
RC+LPCA x X x X 38.54 49.28 40.20 46.38 59.26

F-OL+LPCA x x X X 38.89 49.04 42.72 46.12 59.32
RC+F-OL+LPCA x X X X 39.52 49.06 41.11 47.25 59.54

HC/RC+F-OL+LPCA X X X X 40.37 50.46 42.83 48.74 59.79

VLAD. For F-OL, Df1 +Df2 − Of = 36 + 48 − 36 = 48.
We denote it as F-OL-VLAD. Additionally, for each feature
subspace in both approaches, Sf = 256. Hence, the di-
mensions of P-OL-VLAD and F-OL-VLAD are respectively
(Df1+Df2)×Sf = 72×256 = 36×512 and (Df1+Df2)×
Sf = 84 × 256 = 42 × 512. To be fair, we switch baseline
from VLAD256 to VLAD512[21] in which the codebook is
48 × 512. Table 2 shows that both P-OL-VLAD and F-OL-
VLAD outperform VLAD512, even the dimensions of our two
approaches are lower than VLAD512. This indicates that P-
OL and F-OL help VLAD construct a more informative code-
book with the overlapped low-dimensional subspaces. (iii) N-
OL vs OL. P-OL-VLAD & F-OL-VLAD tend to outperform
N-OL-VLAD in Table 2, and F-OL-VLAD perform the best.
The main reason is that P-OL & F-OL capture the intercon-
nection between feature dimensions, and F-OL achieves the
most powerful codebook with a fully-overlapped subspace.

Local PCA: Besides VLAD256, we implement LCS
[11] for comparison. In Table 3, LPCA outperforms both
VLAD256 and LCS[11]. This is because LPCA captures
local manifold structure of each cluster and generate more
informative codebooks.

Fusion with Different Enhancement Mechanisms. Re-
sults of our fusion versions are in Table 4. Since there are
multiple methods in PoD and PoF, we choose the method
with the best performance in previous experiments. Hence,
for PoD we choose RC; for PoF we choose F-OL. As ex-
pected, all the two-method fusion approaches (RC+F-OL,
RC+LPCA, F-OL+LPCA) outperform the two baselines.
Moreover, F-OL+LPCA achieves a better result than RC+F-
OL and RC+LPCA. This indicates that F-OL and LPCA
are more effective to generate a powerful codebook. Then
we combine all these three methods as RC+F-OL+LPCA.
This fusion version further improves the performance of two-
methods fusion approaches.We notice that HC can be incor-
porated into RC. Hence we explore to incorporate this fusion
into RC+F-OL+LPCA. HC/RC+F-OL+LPCA approach sig-
nificantly outperforms the two baselines in table 4.

Properties of Our Approaches:. We explore the robust-
ness of our approaches to the parameter settings. Since RC
performs the best among PoD approaches and F-OL perform-
s best among PoF approaches, we here show the accuracy of
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Fig. 2. Accuracy as a function of different parameter settings
Nr in our approaches PoD(dotted line:Tr=2, full line:Tr=3)
and Of in PoF

RC and F-OL as a function of different parameter settings. In
Figure 2, both RC and F-OL are robust to different parameters
for different features.

Comparison with Related Methods. We compare our
best results to several related methods. For HMDB51, we
use HC/RC+F-OL+LPCA with the same setting before. For
VOC2007, we use RC+F-OL+LPCA where the setting of
SIFT is (Nr, Tr, Sr) = (20w×2×128) for RC; (Df1, Df2,
Of , Sf ) = (80, 100, 80, 256) for F-OL. In Table 5, our ap-
proach outperforms the related methods on both datasets.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes three novel methods to enhance code-
book for VLAD representation. Compared to the traditional
codebook generated by k-means, our methods are more robust
to poor clustering of k-means, and effectively exploit the local
structures of feature subspaces and data manifold. Our exper-
iments show that all our methods achieve superior recognition
accuracy than baselines.
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